Guest Editorial NIGEL FORTUNE RETIRES AFTER 28 YEARS AS EDITOR OF MUSIC & LETTERS
EDITING is rarely a grateful job. If all goes well, then the authors rightly take the credit; if something goes wrong, then the editors take the blame. It can occasionally be a dangerous one. When Denis Arnold and I took over Music & Letters following the death of Sir Jack Westrup in 1975 we inherited, unknowingly, a dispute over an unfavourable review of a well-known scholar who was also, equally unknown to us at the time, notoriously litigious. My innocent letter expressing regret at the evident hurt that had unwittingly been caused was immediately pounced on as an acknowledgement of liability and provoked a threat of legal action. It all blew over in due course, but still leaving an unpleasant taste in the mouth. Nigel Fortune joined me in 1980, when Denis Arnold stepped down, and he has been with Music & Letters ever since until his retirement in 2008, an unchanging pillar in its architecture while co-editors have rotated round him. It was different then from the well-ordered journal it is now. We were still labouring to catch up the backlog left by Westrup's sudden death and a change of printers. Editorial procedures were doubtless in some respects disgracefully lax by today's standards, although not so loose as they had been under Westrup, who seems to have run the show as a one-man band without reference to anyone else. At least there were two of us. Not all incoming submissions were invariably refereed as a matter of course: if we liked them, we printed them, even at the risk of controversy. For the editors alone to take it upon themselves to adjudicate on subjects on which they may have had no specialist knowledge may seem a questionable practice, but it had its advantages. It occasionally allowed unorthodox views to be aired which, if submitted to received expert opinion, would have been shot down without further consideration. I still regret what may amount to the effective loss of the freedom to publish the maverick (who may turn out to be tomorrow's visionary). But it left the editors alone in the firing line. Instances that remain in the memory from Nigel's time include a pair of Handel articles that provoked indignation from two eminent British scholars. Of course we published the protests in the correspondence column, but we remained (and remain) unrepentant.
In those days, without the benefit of computer setting, editing was laborious. Makeup was done by the editors from old-fashioned galley proofs, literally by scissors and paste, with a keen eye to the costs that amendments would incur. Records were kept by means of carbon copies, for some years produced on a manual typewriter. Reviews were tracked on index cards in triplicate, by author, reviewer, and date due (the last of these being by far the most often referred to). Secretarial assistance (for several years from Sir Jack Westrup's former secretary, who knew the ropes) amounted to one morning per week. I wonder how we ever managed without the advantages that we now take for granted. I remember the meeting at which Nigel emerged as my co-editor. He was already a member of the Editorial Board and the Council of Management, and to the acclamation of all present it gradually became clear, by nothing so vulgar as his volunteering (that was not his way), that he would be willing to take over Denis Arnold's role. Even then editors were not easy to find. Today it is no doubt more difficult, since even in the case of the leading national journal this sort of midwifery, essential though it is as a part of the scholarly process, no longer receives, as once it used to, any recognition in the RAE.
Nigel was the perfect choice and the ideal working partner. When Denis Arnold once remarked to me that Nigel was 'a great man on commas' he was right enough but at the same time, for all his ebullient and infectious enthusiasm for all things musical, he betrayed his own impatience at the meticulous attention to detail that an editor must have. Nigel has the editorial temperament in abundance (call it pedantry if you must, although that is a charge I have never heard levelled against him), combined with an immense knowledge over a wide range of musical history. True, he and I shared a weakness on analysis, but there we had the benefit of Arnold Whittall's advice, and the strength of Music & Letters has in any case always been predominantly historical, along with its unrivalled coverage in reviews. On that front one triumph was the securing from Carl Dahlhaus, after much persuasion and at the cost of our having to undertake personally to deal with the translation from his beautiful but often complex German, of a magisterial review of The New Grove, full of insights and concluding with the memorable verdict on the dictionary as a reflection of the face of musical scholarship in 1980: 'The portrait may not always turn out to be a flattering one, but it is a good likeness all the same. ' Perhaps the relatively relaxed editorial organization made forçor necessitatedça particularly close partnership between the editors. In any event, Nigel's arrival marked the beginning of several years of our working entirely harmoniously together, my office routine enlivened by his regular visits to Oxford. And it has left a friendship that has persisted ever since, to my great pleasure.
This brief tribute completes a circle. I welcomed Nigel to Music & Letters in an editorial in 1980 (vol. 61/3^4, pp. 243^4). I now return affectionately to salute his retirement with immense gratitude. The intervening almost thirty years represent a period of outstanding and selfless contribution not only to Music & Letters but to musical scholarship at large. EDWARD OLLESON doi:10.1093/ml/gcn018 
